
Hertfordshire Bridge Association Events 2018-2019

Information For Clubs

Events with heats held in clubs

We would like to encourage as many clubs as possible to hold heats of these events. There is no
surcharge for holding a heat, except for the Marjorie Lukyn Cup where proceeds go to charity.

Clubs can choose whether to allow visitors to play in their heats. Although there is no obligation
to allow visitors, we hope that there will be enough “open” heats for everyone to have a chance
to play somewhere.

Clubs may hold more than one heat of an event, for example if they have games on more than 
one day of the week. This is often done for the Marjorie Lukyn Cup and the Cadet Pairs. In 
principle clubs can also hold multiple heats of the Humble Cup or Championship Pairs, but in 
these competitions a player can only compete in one heat, so we do not recommend holding 
multiple heats if there would be a large overlap between the people who might wish to play.

Humble Cup (first knock-out round on 13th January 2019)

This is the county's main teams-of-four event. The top 50% of teams in each heat qualify for the
first knock-out round.

A player may only attempt to qualify from one heat of the Humble Cup.  If a player wishes to 
play in additional heats, they must declare themselves as playing ‘without standing’ before the 
start of play.  If they play ‘without standing’ their team is not eligible to qualify from the heat, 
but they should still appear in the ranking list.

Championship Pairs (semi-final on 27th January 2019)

The top 50% of pairs in each heat qualify for the semi-final.

Like for the Humble Cup, a player may only play in one heat of the Championship Pairs unless 
they play without standing.

Marjorie Lukyn Charity Cup (final on 8th March 2018)

There is a surcharge of £2 per player for this event (see payment details at the end of this 
document). The proceeds are donated to charity. This year we will be supporting two local 
charities:

• Jackie's Drop-In Centre: https://www.jackiesdropin.org.uk/

• Herts Musical Memories: http://www.hertsmusicalmemories.org.uk/

https://www.jackiesdropin.org.uk/
http://www.hertsmusicalmemories.org.uk/


The top 50% of pairs in each heat qualify for the final (note that this is a change from last year). 
Players may compete in as many heats as they wish. The masterpoint awards for heats are 
higher than for a normal club session (see next section).

Cadet Pairs (final on 12th April 2019)

A “Cadet” is a player who, at the start of the season (1st September 2018), is below the rank of 
Master (ie. has fewer than 5000 total Master Points).

A heat of the Cadet Pairs can be played as part of a regular club session, even if this means that 
there is a mixture of cadets and non-cadets playing. Provided that you send the results in the 
form of an EBU P2P file (see next section), we will be able to check eligibility automatically.

The top 50% of eligible pairs from each heat will qualify for the final. Players may compete in as 
many heats as they wish.

Administration of club heats

Results of club heats should be emailed to the Tournament Secretary within a week of the heat 
being held. Please send a copy of the file which you have uploaded to the EBU for 
P2P/masterpoint purposes: this file is sometimes known as an “EBU P2P file” or “USEBIO file”. 
Receiving results in this format will help us to speed up processing the results and avoid 
mistakes in identifying qualifiers.

You should send heat results to the EBU as normal for P2P and NGS purposes, with 
masterpoints awarded as follows:

• For the Championship Pairs and Cadet Pairs, masterpoints are as for a normal club 
session.

• For Marjorie Lukyn heats, masterpoints should be awarded using a higher scale: the 
County Scale (2 x club scale) if the heat is restricted to EBU members only, and 
otherwise the District Scale (1.5 x club scale).

• For Humble Cup heats, you should disable the awarding of masterpoints as these will be 
dealt with by the HBA.

The HBA tournament secretary will send out invitations to the qualifiers where we have contact
details. Please note that if a qualifier declines the invitation to play in an event, their place does 
not pass down to pairs/teams lower down in the ranking list: only the top 50% are eligible.

Club representative events

Entries for the following events are made by clubs on their players’ behalf. Entry forms will be 
made available soon on the HBA website.



Club Winners Cup (9th November 2018)

This event is for the winners and runners-up of the principal pairs championship of affiliated 
clubs. If a pair declines the invitation to play, the club may invite the 3rd or 4th-placed pairs in 
turn to take their place (but not any pairs lower than 4th).

Eccles Cup (16th November 2018)

This is an event for players of limited masterpoint rank. Each club can enter one team of eight 
players. The details of the masterpoint restrictions can be found on the HBA website.

To try and make it easier to put together a team, at the start of the season we will send each 
club a list of their members as per the EBU database, showing how many “Eccles Points” each 
player's masterpoint rank gives them. If a player has chosen not to make their rank public then 
they will not appear on this list and will not be eligible for the event.

Desmond Flockhart Trophy (16th December 2018)

This is a teams-of-eight competition. The winning team will be invited to represent 
Hertfordshire in the Regional Final of the Garden Cities Trophy. Clubs can enter any number of 
teams.

Cadet Teams (3rd February 2019)

This is a teams-of-four competition. Clubs can enter any number of cadet teams.

Payment of Entries

Payments can be made:

- by transferring money to account number 33945168, sort code 30-93-89; or

- by sending a cheque to the Tournament Secretary at the address below. Cheques should
be payable to Hertfordshire Bridge Association (please do not abbreviate this otherwise 
the bank may refuse to accept the cheque).

Jacqui and David Collier

13 Sish Close,

Stevenage SG1 3LT

07539 500769


